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DISTRICT :: TINSUKIA

IN THE COURT OF THE ADDITIONAL CHIEF JUDICIAL

MAGISTRATE,

TINSUKIA

G. R. Case No. 317/2007

U/S. 385 I. P. C.

STATE

V.

Sri Prabal Neog @ Benudhar Bora @ Ghana Kt. Neog,

... Accused person

PRESENT: Sri Kiran Lal Baishnab, AJS.

Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate,

                     Tinsukia.

For the Prosecution: Smti. J. Khatoon, Addl. P. P.

For the Defence: Sri P. Bhowal, Advocate. 

Evidence recorded on: 29.12.2014,  06.05.2015,  06.06.2015,

18.08.2015,  14.09.2015,  28.12.2015,

02.01.2017 and 05.12.2017.

Argument heard on: 02.01.2018.

Judgment delivered on: 10.01.2018.

JUDGMENT

1.               The prosecution case in brief, is that on 25.03.2007

the accused Sri Robin Dohotia was caught red handed while

serving demand letter to the owner of Gyan Clothes store,

Doomdooma and the said letters had the signature of the

accused Sri Prabal          Neog @ Benudhar Bora @ Ghana Kt.

Neog on behalf of the banned 
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organization ULFA and in that way they put the victims in

fear of injury in order to commit extortion of money in the

name of ULFA. Hence, the case.

2.              On 25.03.2017 the matter was informed to the

Officer-in-charge, Doomdooma P.S. through a written ejahar

by S. I. Lila Ram Saikia and the said ejahar was received and

registered  as  Doomdooma  P.   S.  Case  No.  88/2007,  U/s-

120/121/121A/384 of the Indian Penal Code read with section

– 10/13 of U. A. (P) Act.

3.               On the  basis  of  the  ‘ejahar’  police  started

investigation  and  after  completion  of  investigation  finding

sufficient materials against the accused  Sri Prabal Neog @

Benudhar Bora @ Ghana Kt. Neog  and Sri Robin Dohutia,

charge  sheet  for  the  offences  u/s.384 of  the  Indian  Penal

Code  was  submitted  against  them  vide  charge  sheet

no.251/2013 dated 19.11.2013.

4.             On submission of the charge-sheet, the Hon'ble Chief

Judicial Magistrate, Tinsukia took cognizance u/s- 384 of the

Indian Penal  Code against the accused Robin Dohutia  and

Prabal  Neog  @  Benudhar  Bora  @  Ghana  Kt.  Neog  and

transferred  this  case  to  the  court  of  learned  Judicial

Magistrate 1st Class, Tinsukia who upon receipt of the case

record issued summons upon the Accused person and upon

their appearance they were enlarged on bail.

5.              During trial finding sufficient materials for the

offences u/s.385 of the Indian penal Code, Particulars of the

said offence was explained to the Accused persons to which

both of them pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

             In course of trial  the court of learned Judicial

Magistrate     Frist Class, Tinsukia being vacant the case was

transferred  to  this  court  by  the  Hon’ble  Chief  Judicial

Magistrate, Tinsukia for disposal.

6.              During trial the case against the accused Robin

Dohutia was filed declaring him a proclaimed offender and

the case  proceeded only  against  the present  accused,  Sri

Prabal Neog @ Benudhar Bora @ Ghana Kt. Neog.
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7.                   In the course of hearing the prosecution

examined  9  (Nine)  witnesses  namely;   P.W.1  -  Sri  Bikash

Agarwal;  P.W.2  –  Md.  Mustaque;  P.W.3  –  Sri  Ramesh Goel;

P.W.4  –  Sri  Arjun  Ch.  Baruah;  P.W.5  –  Sri  Suren  Raj

Kayastha,P.W.6 – Sri Lila Ram Saikia;P.W.7 – Sri Moni Mohan

Koch; P.W.8 – Sri Babudhar Deori and P.W.9 – Sri Bokul Ch.

Gogoi.

                 The prosecution exhibited the following five

documents viz. 

Exhibit-1 and 2 :: The Seizure List;

Exhibit-3        :: The Ejahar;

And 

Exhibit-4        :: The Charge-Sheet.

The prosecution also exhibited the demand letters

as Material Exhibit-1 to 8; 

              The court recorded the evidence of the handwriting

expert  Mr.  Tomijuddin  Ahmed  as  C.W.1  and  exhibited  the

suspected  documents  as  Material  Exhibit-9  to  11  and the

standard  writings  and  signatures  as  Material  Exhibit  –  12

through the Court witness and also exhibited the forwarding

letter of the Director of Forensic                     Science, Assam

as Exhibit-5 and The report of handwriting expert as Exhibit-

6.

8. Points for determination:-

Whether  on  25.03.2007  the  accused  Sri

Robin  Dohotia  was  caught  red  handed  while

serving  demand  letter  to  the  owner  of  Gyan

Clothes  store,  Doomdooma  and  the  said  letters

had the signature of the accused Sri Prabal Neog

@ Benudhar Bora @ Ghana Kt. Neog  on behalf of

the banned organization ULFA and in that way they

put the victims in fear of injury in order to commit
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extortion  of  money  in  the  name  of  ULFA  and

thereby committed offences punishable U/s. 385 of

the Indian Penal Code?
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9. Discussion, Decision and Reasons thereof:-

 Heard arguments of both the sides. Perused the Case

Record very minutely. My findings are as follows:-

The learned Advocate for the defence submitted that

the  prosecution  could  not  prove  the  ingredients  of  the

offence  U/S-  385  of  the  Indian  Penal  Code  against  the

Accused Sri Prabal Neog @ Benudhar Bora @ Ghana Kt. Neog

hence, let’s scrutinize the evidence on record to see how far

the prosecution could prove their case.

Now, in order to establish the fact of putting

the victim in fear of injury in order to commit extortion, the

prosecution has to fulfill the criteria of Section 383 and 385

of  the  Indian  Penal  Code  which  defines  ‘Extortion’  and

‘putting  the  victim  in  fear  of  injury  in  order  to  commit

extortion’ respectively. So as per Section 383 and 385 of the

Indian Penal Code in the instant case, in order to bring home

the charge U/s.  385 of  the Indian Penal  Code against  the

accused  person  the  prosecution  has  to  prove  following

ingredients: 

i. That on 25.03.2007, at Gyan Clothes store,

Doomdooma  the  accused  person  put  the

victim  in  fear  or  attempted  to  put  him  in

fear;

ii. That the fear was regarding some injury;

And

iii. That the accused person did so with intent

to commit extortion;

Now  as  regard  the  date,  time  and  place  of

occurrence,  the  informant,  Sri  Lila  Ram  Saikia  himself

deposing as P.W.6 stated that in the year 2007 while he

was working as the Second Officer at  Doomdooma P.S.
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the police could come to know from secret sources that

banned  organization  ULFA  had  demanded  money  from

businessmen  of  Doomdooma  and  as  such  they  were

patrolling and could see gathering in Gyan Cloth store. 

P.W.1,  Sri  Bikash  Agarwal;  P.W.2,  Md.  Mustakque

and P.W.3, Sri  Ramesh Goel stated in one line that one

day in the 
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year  2007 they had seen  a  gathering in  Gyan Clothes

Store and that there were police officials and heard that

one boy was apprehended. 

           P.W.4, Sri Arun Ch. Baruah deposed specifically

that the incident took place on 25.03.2007 at Gyan Cloth

stores at about 2.30 PM. 

P.W.5, Sri Suren Raj Kayastha also deposed that the

incident took place on 25.03.2007.

Sri Babudhar Deori, the Investigating officer of this

case  was  examined  as  P.W.8  and  he  stated  that  on

25.03.2007 while he was posted as O/C, Doomdooma P.S.

he  got  secret  information  that  ULFA  members  had

planned to commit extortion and as such they went for

patrolling and found a boy giving demand letter in Gyan

Cloth Store in Doomdooma. 

Thus, it is seen that though all the witnesses could

not  state  the  exact  date  of  the  incident,  they

corroborated one another as to the period of the offence

and the same is corroborated by the ejahar filed by P.W.6,

Sri Lila Ram Saikia, on the date of the incident. 

Hence, considering the corroborating evidence put

forth by the witnesses as to happening of the incident at

Gyan Cloth Store,  Doomdooma;  I  am of  the considered

opinion that the prosecution successfully proved the date,

time and place of occurrence. 
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 Now, the thing remains to look into in this point is

whether  the  accused  person  put  the  victim  in  fear  or

attempted to put him in fear of some injury to the victim.

Let’s scrutinize the evidence on record as put forth

by the witnesses of the prosecution and the documentary

evidence adduced. 

P.W.6,  Sri  Lila  Ram  Saikia  being  the  informant

deposed  that  he  was  on  patrolling  duty  in  Civil  dress

along with other police staff to keep vigil in connections

with demands made by 
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ULFA and at that time, they saw a gathering near Gyan

Cloth Store and when they went nearby they saw that

one person named Robin Dohutia was apprehended by

people as he was caught red handed while demanding

money.

He further deposed that the person was brought to

police  station  and  on  search  few demand letters  were

found from his possession and as such he had filed the

ejahar of this case being     Exhibit-3. 

The evidence adduced by P.W.6 is wholly supported

by the ejahar filed by him on the date of the incident. 

The Exhibit-3 clearly shows that some letters were

found  in  possession  of  the  apprehended  person  Robin

Dohutia and does contain the signature of one P.  Neog

designating  himself  as  the  Commander  of  28  No.

Battalion  of  the  United  Liberation  of  Front  of  Assam

(ULFA). 

The  fact  that  one  person  was  apprehended  and

demand letters were recovered by him is also supported

by other witnesses. 

P.W.4, Sri Arjun Ch. Baruah deposed that police had

seized  8  demand  letters  and  took  his  signature  as  a

witness on the seizure list which is Exhibit-2. 
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Ongoing through the Exhibit-2 it  is seen that the

Investigating officer, S.I. Babudhar Deori seized 8 letters

from the possession of one Robin Dohutia in presence of

Arjun Ch. Baruah (P.W.4) and Suren Raj Kayastha (P.W.5). 

The learned advocate for the defence argued that

the place of seizure is contradicted by the witnesses and

as such the seizure itself is doubtful and hence, Exhibit-2

cannot be relied upon in connection with this case. 

Upon perusal of the Exhibit-2, the evidence of the

Investigating Officer, S.I. Sri Babudhar Deori (P.W.8), the

informant  S.I.  Lila  Ram  Saikia  (P.W.6),  the  seizure

witnesses P.W.4, Arun Ch. Baruah and P.W.5, Sri Suren Raj

Kayastha, it is 
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seen that all of them deposed in consonance with each

other  that  demand  letters  were  seized  and  the  said

letters are on record as Material Exhibit-1 to 8 and hence,

only because the place of seizure is stated to be different

their evidence in this regard cannot be discarded. 

Moreover, the seizure was done in the year 2007

and the witnesses being examined in the year 2015, none

can be said to state the exact facts except upon tutoring

and the minor difference in their statement rather shows

normalcy  in  the  evidence  and  thus,  taking  the  whole

circumstances together,  their  evidence are found to be

reliable and acceptable in law.

It  is  an  admitted  fact  that  the  letters  were  not

seized from the possession of  the present accused,  Sri

Prabal Neog @ Benudhar Bora @ Ghana Kt. Neog  and he

was linked with this case only upon the statement of the

person apprehended and the fact that the seized letters

(Material Exhibit-1 to 8) contained the signature of one Lt.

P. Neog, the Commandant of 28 No. Battalion ULFA.

Hence,  the  only  evidence  against  the  present

accused are the letters and the signature of the person
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making  the  demands  on  behalf  of  the  banned

organization  ULFA  and  as  such  the  most  important

evidence  in  this  case  is  the  report  of  the  handwriting

expert  which links the present accused Prabal  Neog @

Benudhar Bora @ Ghana Kt. Neog  with the incident. 

The report of the handwriting expert is exhibited as

Exhibit-6 which reads as follows:-

“The  documents  in  connection  with

Doomdooma  P.S.  case  No.  88/2007  U/S-

120/121/121(A)/384 of the Indian Penal Code read

with Section 10/13 UA (P) Act have been carefully

and thoroughly examined and compared with the

supplied  standard  writings  and  signatures  in  all

aspects                of handwriting identification and

detection of forgery with 
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the  necessary  scientific  aids  available  in  the

Directorate of Forensic Science Assam, Kahilipara,

Guwahati -19. 

The  person  who  wrote  the  blue  enclosed

writings and signatures stamped and marked S1 to

S20  also  wrote  the  red  enclosed  signatures

similarly stamped and marked Q1 to Q3. 

The  person  who  wrote  the  blue  enclosed

writings and signatures stamped and marked S1 to

S20  did  not  write  the  red  enclosed  writings

stamped and marked Q1/1 to Q3/1.”

The handwriting expert, Mr. Tamijuddin Ahmed

deposing  as  C.W.1  proved  the  Exhibit-6  whereby  he

stated  that  he  had  examined  the  signatures  on  the

Material Exhibit-9 to 11 (Marked as Q1 to Q3) with the

specimen signatures of the accused Prabal Neog (Marked

as S1 to S20) in connection with Doomdooma P.S. case

No. 88/2007 U/S- 120/121/121(A)/384 of the Indian Penal

Code read with Section 10/13 UA (P) Act and have been
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carefully  and  thoroughly  examined  and  compared  the

questioned signature and the writings with the supplied

standard  writings  and  signatures  in  all  aspects  of

handwriting identification  and detection of  forgery with

the necessary scientific aids available in the Directorate

of Forensic Science Assam, Kahilipara, Guwahati -19 and

in his opinion the person who wrote the blue enclosed

writings and signatures stamped and marked S1 to S20

also wrote the red enclosed signatures similarly stamped

and marked Q1 to Q3. 

The  C.W.1  also  stated  that  in  his  opinion  the

person  who  wrote  the  blue  enclosed  writings  and

signatures stamped and marked S1 to S20 did not write

the red enclosed writings stamped and marked Q1/1 to

Q3/1.

During  cross-examination  the  C.W.1  admitted

that there is minor variation in  the letters “P”, “N”, “O”

and “G” in the 
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sample and the specimen signature but the finishing of

writing and final stroke being similar, in his opinion the

writings are of the same person.

Thus, from the report of the handwriting expert it

can be inferred that the signatures on the demand letters

are of the accused Sri Prabal Neog @ Benudhar Bora @

Ghana Kt. Neog but the blue enclosed writings means the

reference  No.  given  in  the  letters  are  not  in  the

handwriting of the accused person which is very normal

as because the person who claims to be the Commandant

of the Battalion would not have written the number and

those might have been written by someone else.

The learned advocate for the defence argued that

the  report  of  the  handwriting  expert  on  record  is  not

acceptable  as  because  the  data  and  manners  of
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examination in the forensic lab is not mentioned in the

report and supported his submission by the judgment of

Hon’ble  High  Court  of  Himachal  Pradesh  rendered  in

Suresh  Patial  Vs.  State  of  Himachal  Pradesh

reported in 2011 CriLJ 2119.

The learned advocate submitted that the Hon’ble

High  Court  had  specifically  held  in  that  case  that  the

report  of handwriting expert  loses its importance if  the

reasons supporting the opinion is not placed and proved

on record and that it cannot form the basis to hold the

accused guilty.

The relevant  paragraphs  of  the said  judgment is

reproduced below for ready reference:- 

“32. The disputed bills were sent for the

opinion  of  the  handwriting  expert  with  the

specimen writings and signatures of the appellant

aforesaid. On examining the documents aforesaid

the  handwriting  expert  submitted  his  report,

though admitted by the learned counsel on behalf

of  the appellants,  but it  is  not  supported by the

reasoning.  Though,  the  signatures  of  the

appellants  on  the  disputed  bills  mark  Exts.  P.W.

15/E to G 
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at Q144/1, 145, 146 and 147 are opined to have

been appended by one and the same person i.e.

appellant Chattar Singh and qua others no opinion

has  been  expressed,  but  in  my  view  when  the

reasons supporting the opinion are not placed and

proved  on  record,  the  report  of  the  handwriting

expert  loses  its  importance.  It  can  also  not  be

based to hold the accused guilty.”

Here  I  find  it  justified  to  mention  the

judgment of the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India rendered

in Alamgir Vs. State (NCT, Delhi) reported in (2003)
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1 SCC 21 wherein it is held by Hon’ble Apex Court that

the science of identification of handwriting have attained

more  or  less  a  state  of  perfection  and  the  risk  of  an

incorrect opinion is practically non-existence. 

The relevant paragraphs of the judgment are

noted below:-

“12.  The  circumstances  noticed  above,  if

read with the evidence of P.W.6, Shamim Bano as

to the date of departure of the accused with his

wife Hazra @ Halima from Bombay to Delhi  and

the telephonic message after two days that Halima

had died in a bus accident and that she had been

cremated at a cremation ground in Nizamuddin –

this piece of evidence,  as noticed above,  if  read

along with the circumstances noticed above, would

form  a  chain  without  there  being  any  snap.

Strenuous submissions have been made as regards

the  admissibility  of  the  handwriting  expert’s

opinion  as  also  a  challenge  thrown  to  the  non-

admissibility  of  the  entire  evidence  of  Shamim

Bano,  P.W.6.  This  evidence  of  Shamim Bano  has

been  challenged  on  two  counts:  on  the  first,

Shamim Bano, being the sister of Halima, was an

interested witness and secondly, she did not say so

in a statement before the police u/s- 161 Cr. P.C.

Interested witness  by itself  cannot  possibly be a

ground to reject the evidence 
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on  record.  The  test  of  creditworthiness  or

acceptability, in our view, ought to be the guiding

factor, and if so, question of raising an eyebrow on

the  reliability  of  the witness  being  an  interested

witness would be futile – in the event the evidence

is otherwise acceptable, there ought not to be any

hindrance  in  the  matter  of  the  prosecutor’s
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success. The evidence must inspire confidence and

in  the  event  of  unshaken credibility,  there  is  no

justifiable reason to reject the same. It is on this

score the issue of interested witness thus stands

negated,  as raised by the appellant.  The second

limb  pertains  to  the  statement  u/s-  161  Cr.  P.C.

Admittedly,  this  piece  of  evidence  was  not

available in the statement of the witness u/s- 161

Cr.  P.C.  but  thus  it  take  away  the  nature  and

character  of  the  evidence  in  the  event  there  is

some omission on the part  of  the police official?

Would  that  be  taken  recourse  to  as  amounting

rejection  of  an  otherwise  credit  worthy  and

acceptable  evidence  –  the  answer,  in  our  view

cannot but be in the negative. In that view of the

matter  the evidence of  P.W.  6  thus,  ought  to  be

treated as creditworthy and acceptable and it is to

be seen the effect of such an acceptability. 

13.  Coming  back  to  Mr.  Jaspal  Singh’s

submission as regards the prosecutions fabrication

of evidence,  too redeeming features ought to be

noticed, namely:-

       (a) P.W.1, Madan Singh after several knocks at

the  door  and  having  failed  to  obtain  any  reply

therefrom, opened the room with a duplicate key

and  found  a  person  lying  on  the  double  bed

covered with a red cloth – the room was locked and

the police was informed. The arrival of the police

people at the hotel led to the opening of the door

and the dead body of a female was recovered with

two  slips  of  paper  notice  hereinbefore.  The

handwriting 
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and  signature  stands  to  be  proved  by  the

handwriting expert as that of the appellant herein.
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The High Court did not find any reason to discard

this  piece  of  evidence,  neither  do  we  find  any

justifiable reason to discard the same either. It is

on this score that Mr. Jaspal Singh has been rather

emphatic  that  the  handwriting  expert’s  opinion

being a weak piece of evidence ought not be relied

upon and place reliance in support thereof on the

decision of this court in Magan Bihari Lal Vs. State

of  Punjab.  Since detailed submissions have been

made on this score, we think it fit and proper to

detail out the observation of this court in Magan.

This court in para 7 of the report stated as below :-

“7. In the first place it may be noted that the

appellant was at the material time a Guard in the

employment of the Railway Administration with his

headquarter at Agra and he had nothing to do with

the  train  by  which  wagon  No.  SEKG  40765  was

despatched from Munda to Bikanner, nor with the

train  which  carried  the  wagon  from  Agra  to

Ludhiana. He was not a Guard on either of these

two trains. There was also no evidence to connect

the appellant  with the theft  of  the blank railway

receipt at Banmore station. It is indeed difficult to

see how the appellant who was a small employee

in the Railway Administration, could have possibly

come into possession of the blank railway receipt

from  Banmore  station  which  was  not  within  his

jurisdiction at any time. It is true that B. Lal, the

handwriting expert, deposed that the handwriting

on the forged railway receipt. Ex. P.W.10/A was that

of  the  same  person  who  wrote  the  specimen

handwritings  Ex.  PW 27/37 to  25/57,  that  is  the

appellant  merely  on  the  strength  of  opinion

evidence of                 a handwriting expert. It is

now well settled that expert 
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opinion  must  always  be  received  with  great

caution  and perhaps  none  so  with  more  caution

than the opinion of a handwriting expert. There is a

profusion  of  precedential  authority  which  holds

that  it  is  unsafe  to  base  a  conviction  solely  on

expert  opinion  without  substantial  corroboration.

This rule has been universally acted upon and it

has almost became a rule of law. It was held by

this court in Ram Chandra Vs. State of UP that

it is unsafe to treat expert handwriting opinion as

sufficient basis of conviction, but it may be relied

upon when supported  by other  items of  internal

and  external  evidence.  This  Court  again  pointed

out in  Ishwari Prasad Mishra Vs. Md. Isa  that

expert  evidence  of  handwriting  can  never  be

conclusive because it is, after all, opinion evidence,

and  this   view  was  reiterated  in  Shashi  Kr.

Banerjee Vs. Subodh Kr. Banerjee where it was

pointed out by this court that expert evidence as

to handwriting being opinion evidence can rarely, if

ever, take the place of substantive evidence and

before  acting  pm  such  evidence,  it  would  be

desirable  to  consider  whether  it  is  corroborated

either by clear direct evidence or by circumstantial

evidence.  This  court  had  again  occasion  to

consider the evidentiary value of expert opinion in

regard to handwriting in Fakhruddin Vs. State of

MP and it uttered a note of causion pointing out

that it would be risky to found a conviction solely

on  the  evidence  of  the  handwriting  expert  and

before acting upon such evidence, the court must

always  try  to  see  whether  it  is  corroborated  by

other  evidence,  direct  or  circumstantial.  It  is

interesting  to  note  that  the  same  view  is  also
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echoed in the judgment of English and American

Courts. Vide Gurney Vs. Langlands and Matter of

Alfred  Fosters  Will.  The  Supreme  Court  of

Michigan pointed out in the last mentioned case.”
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“Everyone knows how very unsafe  it  is  to

rely upon any ones opinion considering the niceties

of penmanship – Opinions are necessarily received

and  may  be  valuable,  but  at  best  this  kind  of

evidence is a necessary evil.”

We need not subscribe to the extreme view

expressed by the Supreme Court of Michigan, but

there can be no doubt that this type of evidence,

being opinion evidence it by its very nature, week

and infirm and cannot of itself form the basis for a

conviction. We must therefore, try to see whether

in  the  present  case,  there  is,  apart  from  the

evidence  of  the  handwriting  expert  B.  Lal,  any

other evidence connecting the appellant  with the

offence.”

In our view, however, reliance on Magan is

rather misplaced in the contextual facts since no

conviction  is  based  on  the  opinion  of  the

handwriting expert but admittedly, it can be relied

upon when supported  by other  items of  internal

and  external  evidence.  The  handwriting  experts

opinion  simply  corroborates  the  circumstantial

evidence and as such we are unable to record our

concurrence with the submissions of Mr. Singh on

this score. 

Significantly,  this  court  in  Murari  Lal  Vs.

State of MP in no uncertain terms observed that

the hazard in acceptance of opinion of an expert is

not because it is unreliable evidence, but because

human judgment is fallible. Needless to record that

the  signs  of  identification  of  handwriting  have
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attained more or less a state of perfection and the

risk  often  incorrect  opinion  is  practically  none

existence. This court went on further to record that

doubting the opinion of a handwriting expert ought

to  be  a  far  cry  and  insistence  upon  further

corroboration          as an invariable rule does not

seem to be a justifiable 
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conclusion.  In  continuation  of  the  above  noted

principle, this court went on to further examine as

regards judicial precedence and in that vein stated

in para 7 of the report as below:

“7.Apart  from Principle, let was examine if

precedents  justify  invariable  insistence  on

corroboration.  We  have  referred  to  Phipson  on

evidence,  Cross on evidence, Roscoe on Criminal

Evidence,  Archibald  on  Criminal  Pleadings  –

Evidence  and  Practice  and  Halsbury’s  Laws  of

England  but  we  were  unable  to  find  a  single

sentence hinting at such a rule.  We may now refer

to  some  of  the  decision  of  this  court.  In  Ram

Chandra Vs. UP  Jagannadha Das, J. observed ‘it

may be that normally it is not safe to treat, expert

evidence as to handwriting as sufficient basis for

conviction’  ‘May’  and  ‘normally’  make  our  point

about the absence of an inflexible rule. In Ishwari

Prasad  Misra  Vs.  Md.  Isa Gajendragadkar,  J.

observed: ‘Evidence given by experts can never be

conclusive,  because  after  all  it  is  opinion-

evidence’,  a statement which carries us nowhere

on the question now under consideration. Nor, can

the  statement  be  disputed  because  it  is  not  so

provided by the Evidence Act and on the contrary,

section  46  expressly  makes  opinion-evidence
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challengeable  by  facts,  otherwise  irrelevant.  And

as  Lord  President  Cooper  observed  in  Davis  Vs.

Edinburgh  Magistrate:  ‘The  parties  have  invoked

the  decision  of  a  judicial  tribunal  and  not  an

oracular pronouncement by an expert.’”

As regards the decision of Magan this court

in Para 10 stated as below :

“10. Finally, we come to Magan Biahri Lal.

Vs. State of Punjab upon which Shri R.C. Kohli,

learned counsel, placed great reliance.  It was said

by this court:
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……’  but  we  think  it  would  be  extremely

hazardous to condemn the appellant merely on the

strength  of  opinion-evidence  of  a  handwriting

expert.  It  is now well  settled that expert  opinion

must  always  be received with  great  caution and

perhaps  none  so  with  more  caution  than  the

opinion  of  a  handwriting  expert.  There  is  a

profusion  of  precedential  authority  which  holds

that  it  is  unsafe  to  base  a  conviction  solely  on

expert  opinion  without  substantial  corroboration.

This rule has been universally acted upon and it

has almost become a rule of law. It was held by

this court in Ram Chandra Vs. State of UP that

it is unsafe to treat expert handwriting opinion as

sufficient basis for conviction, but it may be relied

upon when supported  by other  items of  internal

and  external  evidence.  This  court  again  pointed

out  in  Iswari  Prasad  Misra  Vs.  Md.  Isa that

expert  evidence  of  handwriting  can  never  be

conclusive  because  it  is,  after  all,  opinion-

evidence, and this view was reiterated in  Shashi

Kr. Banerjee Vs. Subodh Kr. Banerjee where it

was pointed out by this court that expert evidence
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as  to  handwriting  being  opinion-evidence  can

rarely,  if  ever,  take  the  place  of  substantive

evidence  and before  acting on such evidence,  it

would  be  desirable  to  consider  whether  it  is

corroborated either by clear direct evidence or by

circumstantial  evidence.  This  court  had  again

occasion  to  consider  the  evidentiary  value  of

expert  opinion  in  regard  to  handwriting  in

Fakhruddin  Vs.  state  of  MP and  it  uttered  a

note of caution pointing out that it would be risky

to  found  a  conviction  solely  on  the  evidence  of

handwriting  expert  and  before  acting  upon  such

evidence, the court must always try to see whether

it  is  corroborated  by  other  evidence,  direct  or

circumstantial.”
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The above extracted passage, undoubtedly,

contains some sweeping general observations. But

we do not think that the observation were meant

to  be  observation  of  general  application  or  as

laying  down  any  legal  principle.  It  was  plainly

intended to be a rule of caution and not a rule of

law as is clear from the statement “it has almost

become  a  rule  of  law”.  ‘Almost’,  we  presume,

means ‘not quite’. It was said by the court there

was a ‘profusion of  precedential  authority’  which

insisted  upon  corroboration  and  reference  was

made to Ram Chandra Vs. State of UP, Ishwari

Prasad Vs. Md. Isa,  Sashi Kr. Vs. Subodh Kr.

And  Fakharuddin  Vs.  State  of  MP. We  have

already  discussed  this  cases  and  observed  that

none of them supports the proposition that

corroboration  must  invariably  be  sought

before  opinion  evidence  can  be  accepted.

There  appears  to  be  some  mistake  in  the  last
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sentences of the above extracted passage because

we are unable to find in  Fakharuddin Vs. State

of MP any statement such as the one attributed,

infact in that case the learned judges acted

upon the sole testimony of the expert after

satisfying themselves about the correctness

of  the  opinion  by  comparing  the  writing

themselves. We  do  think  that  observations  in

Magan Bihari Lal. Vs. State of Punjab must be

understood  as  referring  to  the  facts  of  the

particular case. 

In fine, in  Murari Lal this court stated that

there is  no rule of  law nor  any rule of  credence

which has crystalized into a rule of law that opinion

evidence of  a handwriting expert  must  never be

acted upon, unless substantially corroborated. We

feel  it  expedient  to  record  our  concurrence

therewith, though, however, we hasten 
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to add that since human judgment cannot be said

to be totally infallible, due caution shall have to be

exercised  and the  approach  ought  to  be  that  of

care  and  caution  and  it  is  only  upon  proof  and

examination the acceptability  or  creditworthiness

of the same defence. The learned Sessions Judge

and also the High Court did so upon consideration

of  all  relevant  facts  and  materials  on  record,

reliance on the opinion of the handwriting expert

and we do not see any reason to record a contra

finding. 

In  Ram Narain Vs. State of Uttar Pradesh

the  Hon’ble  Supreme  Court while  deciding  the

question as to whether  the conviction based on the

uncorroborated  testimony  of  the  handwriting
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expert  was  legal  and  proper  or  not,  decided  in

affirmative. 

The Hon’ble Apex Court  in  that case held as

under:-

“6. In our view the legal position enunciated

in Fakhruddin’s case (Supra) cannot be said to be

inconsistence with the ration of any other earlier

decision  to  which  reference  has  been  made

therein. Now it is no doubt true that the opinion of

a handwriting expert given in evidence is no less

fallible than any other expert evidence adduced in

evidence with the result that such evidence has to

be  received  with  great  caution.  But  this  opinion

evidence  which  is  relevant,  may  be  worthy  of

acceptance if there is internal or external evidence

relating  to  the  document  in  question  supporting

the  view  expressed  by  the  expert.  If  after

comparison  of  the  disputed  and  the  admitted

writings  by  the  court  itself,  when  the  Presiding

Officer  is  familiar  with  that  language,  it  is

considered safe to accept the opinion of the expert

than  the  conclusion  so  arrived  at  cannot  be

assailed        on special leave on the mere ground

that comparison of 
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handwriting is generally considered as hazardous

and  inclusive  (sic)  and  that  the  opinion  of  the

handwriting  expert  has  to  be  received  with

considerable  caution.  The  question  in  each  case

falls  for  determination  on  the  appreciation  of

evidence  and  unless  some  serious  infirmity  or

grabbed failure of justice is shown, this court would

normally refrain from re-appraising the matter on

appeal by special leave. The trial court in this case
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agreeing with the principle of  law enunciated by

this court  compared the relevant documents and

arrived at the conclusion that they have all been

written  in  one  hand.  The  learned  II  Temporary

Sessions  Judge  on  appeal,  after  referring  to  the

comparison of the disputed and specimen writing

by  the  trial  Magistrate,  himself  compared  those

writings with the help of the experts opinion and

his report and came to the definite conclusion ‘that

the disputed handwriting tally with the specimen

handwriting’ .  In the High Court also the learned

Single  Judge,  after  referring  to  the  decision  in

Fakhruddin Case (Supra), observed as follows: 

“I  have myself  made a  comparison  of  the

specimen writing of the applicant with the writing

contained in the two letters. I have not the least

doubt  that  the  writing  in  the  post-card  and  the

writing in the admitted writing of the applicant are

the same. Thus, I have no reason to differ by the

finding recorded by the courts below:-”

“7. No serious attempt was made on behalf

of the appellant to find fault with the approach of

the  three  courts  below.  There  is,  therefore,  no

ground made out for interference by this court with

the  appellant’s  conviction.  Unfortunately,  the

record  is  not  before us otherwise we would also

tried to examine for ourselves the disputed and 
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the  specimen  handwritings.  However,  in  view of

the concurrent decisions of the 3 courts below, we

did not consider it necessary to adjoun the hearing

of this court to have the documents before us for

our examination.”
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Hence, in view of the judgment of the Hon’ble Apex

Court, I don’t find any reason to follow the judgment of

the Hon’ble High Court of Himachal Pradesh as cited by

the  defence  and  thus,  this  plea  of  the  defence  is  not

acceptable either in law or in facts.

The learned advocate for defence also submitted

that  the  report  of  the  handwriting  expert  is  also  not

acceptable  on  the  ground  that  it  was  not  done  in

accordance with the provisions of Section 73 of the Indian

Evidence Act. 

He  relied  upon  the  Judgment  of  Hon’ble

Supreme Court of India rendered in- 

1.  Md. Aman and another Vs. State of Rajasthan

and Babu Khan Vs. State of Rajasthan reported

in AIR 1997 SC 2960; 

2. Dayal Singh and others Vs. State of Uttaranchal

reported in 2012 CriLJ 4323 

And 

3. State  of  Himachal  Pradesh  Vs.  Laje  Ram  and

others reported in 2011 CriLJ 3071 (HP). 

In all those Judgments the Hon’ble Supreme Court

of  India  rendered  its  opinion  on  Section  73  of  the

Evidence Act. 

In  Md.  Aman  and  another  Vs.  State  of

Rajasthan and Babu Khan Vs. State of Rajasthan,

the Hon’ble Supreme Court had opined in respect of

conviction on the basis of fingerprint report found on the

seized articles which were neither produced nor exhibited

and held as follows:- 

“7. As noticed earlier the only incriminating

circumstance on the basis of which the High Court

upheld the conviction of  Mohd. Aman is that  his

finger prints were 
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found on a brass jug in the house of the deceased.

From the evidence adduced in proof of the above

circumstance  it  appears  that  the  brass  jug,

together  with  other  articles,  was  seized,  packed

and sealed on April 14, 1983 and forwarded to the

Finger Print  Bureau five days after -  on April  19,

1983 to be precise - through Const. Mohd. Sadique

(P.W.  4)  along  with  a  letter  written  by  the

Investigating Officer (copy of which was marked as

Ext. P.59). On the following day, that is, April 20,

1983 the Bureau sent the articles back after taking

photographs of the chance prints found on the jug

and three other articles (out of the sixteen sent)

with a corresponding letter (Ext. P.60). After Mohd.

Aman was arrested on April 20, 1983 his specimen

finger prints were taken by H.C. Ramji Ram (P.W.

24) and forwarded to the Bureau on May 24, 1983.

As  the  prints  were  not  clear,  the  same  were

returned by  the  Bureau  asking  for  better  prints.

Specimen finger prints were thereafter again taken

on June 20, 1983 and sent to the Bureau.  These

prints were also sent back and for the third time

prints of Mohd. Aman were taken and sent to the

Bureau on June 30,  1983.  Thereafter  the Bureau

gave its report (Ext. 115) with the opinion that the

chance finger prints found on the brass jug were

similar  to  and identical  with  his  specimen finger

prints.

8.  After  careful  perusal  of  the  evidence

adduced in  proof  of  the  above  circumstance  we

notice  a  glaring  missing  link,  in  that,  the

prosecution has failed to establish that the seized

articles were not - or could not be - tampered with

before  it  reached  the  Bureau  for  examination.

Though  evidence  was  led  to  prove  that  after

seizure  the  articles  were  packaged  and.  then
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sealed, no evidence was led to indicate what was

the  mark  given  in  the  seals  and  whether  the

Bureau received the packages 
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with  the  marked  seals  intact.  Indeed,  even  the

contemporaneous  letters  exchanged  between

them (Ext. P.59 and P.60) do not throw any light on

this  aspect  of  the  matter.  Rather,  other

circumstances  appearing  on  record  make  the

prosecution case doubtful in this regard : first, the

articles were kept in the police station for five days

without  any  justifiable  reason,  secondly  the

Investigating  Officer  (P.W.  20)  admitted  that  the

seal, mark of which was put on the articles, was

with him since the time of seizure and lastly his

letter (Ext. P.39) forwarding the seized articles to

the Bureau contains admittedly, an overwriting as

regards  the  date  of  its  writing/dispatch  and  no

satisfactory  explanation  is  forthcoming  for  the

same. Apart from the above missing link and the

suspicious  circumstances  surrounding  the  same,

there  is  another  circumstance  which  also  cast  a

serious  mistrust  as  to  genuineness  of  the

evidence. Even though the specimen finger prints

of Mohd. Aman had to be taken on a number of

occasions at the behest of the Bureau, they were

never  taken  before  or  under  the  order  of  a

Magistrate  in  accordance  with  Section  5  of  the

Identification of Prisoners Act. It is true that under

Section 4 thereof police is competent to take finger

prints of the accused but to dispel any suspicion as

to its  bonafides or to  eliminate the possibility of

fabrication of evidence it was eminently desirable

that they were taken before or under the order of a

Magistrate. The other related infirmity from which
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the prosecution case suffers is that the brass jug,

production  of  which  would  have  been  the  best

evidence in proof  of  the claim of its  seizure and

subsequent  examination by the Bureau,  was not

produced and exhibited during trial  -  for  reasons

best known to the 
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prosecution  and  unknown  to  the  Court.  For  the

foregoing discussion we are unable to sustain the

convictions of Mohd. Aman.

9.  To  prove  the  role  of  Mohd.  Yusuf  (the

other  appellant  in  Criminal  Appeal  No.  1749  of

1996) the prosecution relied upon the find of his

finger print on a glass tumbler and his foot prints

in  the house of  the appellant,  recoveries  of  four

silver rings belonging to the wife of the deceased

and knife  pursuant  to  his  statement.  It  is  rather

surprising  that  even  though  the  investigating

agency  claimed  to  have  made  a  searching

examination of the house of the deceased on April

14, 1983 and, to have seized on that day sixteen

articles, four of which contained finger prints, the

glass  tumbler  containing  the  finger  prints  was

seized and the foot prints were noticed on April 24,

1983. When considered in the context of the fact

that he was in custody of the police at that time

the  possibility  of  fabrication  of  evidence  to

implicate  him  as  contended  by  him,  cannot  be

altogether  ruled  out.  This  apart,  some  of  the

reasons which weighed with us for not accepting

the  evidence  regarding  the  find of  finger  prints,

namely that  there is  a  missing link between the

identity of the articles seized and identity of  the

articles examined by the Finger Print Bureau and
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non-production  of  the  glass  tumbler  during  trial

also  persuade  us  not  to  accept  the  evidence

adduced in proof of the above circumstance. So far

as the foot prints are concerned, another reason

for which we feel it unsafe to accept the evidence

led  in  this  regard  is  that  the  sample  foot  prints

were not taken before a Magistrate. This apart the

science of identification of foot prints is not a fully

developed science and therefore if in a given case

- unlike the present one - evidence relating to 
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the same is found satisfactory it may be used only

to reinforce the conclusions as to the identity of a

culprit  already  arrived  at  on  the  basis  of  other

evidence. That brings us to the evidence relating

to the recovery of the four silver rings (Ext. P.5 to

P.8)  belonging  to  the  wife  of  the  deceased

pursuant to the statement made by Mohd. Yusuf. To

persuade  the  Court  to  hold  that  the  above

circumstance  stood  established the  first  and  the

foremost fact which the prosecution was required

to prove was that those articles belonged to the

wife of the deceased and that they were stolen at

the time of the commission of the murder. Having

gone  through  the  evidence  on  record  we  are

constrained  to  say  that  the  prosecution  has  not

been  able  to  establish  those  two  facts  and,

therefore,  we  need  not  go  into  the  question

whether  the  evidence  led  by  the  prosecution

relating  to  their  recovery  from  Mohd.  Yusuf  is

reliable or not.  The First  Information Report,  that

was lodged by Sabir Hussain (P.W. 10), did not give

any list  of  articles that  were stolen.  He however

claimed to have later on given a written statement
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containing such a list to the Investigating Officer

and  this  statement  was  exhibited.  In  our

considered view the trial Court was not justified in

entertaining the statement as an exhibit because it

was hit by Section 162 Cr.P.c.  Be that as it may,

P.W. 10 and Bano (P.W. 2), another relation of the

deceased, testified that within a day or two of the

murder  they  could  ascertain  what  articles  were

missing from the house. The evidence of these two

witnesses on this aspect of the matter cannot be

safely relied upon for they admitted that they did

not have access to the house till May 1, 1983 as it

was  in  custody  of  the  police  and therefore  they

could  not  have  occasion  to  know  what  articles

were stolen. Even 
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if  we proceed on the assumption that the seized

articles belonged to the wife of the deceased the

prosecution has led no evidence, either direct or

circumstantial, to prove that they were stolen at or

about  the  time  when  the  murder  took  place.  In

other  words,  unless  the  prosecution  conclusively

establishes that the articles recovered were stolen

whom the murder was committed, and not on an

earlier occasion, there would be a missing link in

the chain so far as the specific accusation leveled

against the accused is concerned. Once it is found

that the evidence relating to find of foot prints and

finger prints of the appellant and the recovery of

the four silver rings cannot be safely relied upon,

the proof  of  the other two circumstance,  namely

that  a  blood  stained  knife  was  recovered  after

fifteen  days  of  the  incident  pursuant  to  the

statement  of  the  accused  and  that  few  simple
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injuries were found on his person on April 20, 1983

when he was arrested would only raise a strong

suspicion  against  him  and  not  a  conclusive

inference of his guilt. The conviction of Mohd. Yusuf

therefore cannot also be maintained.”

The learned advocate for defence placing reliance

on the Judgment in Dayal Singh and others Vs. State

of  Uttaranchal,  submitted  that  though  the  court

normally look at expert evidence with a greater sense of

acceptability but it is equally true that the courts are not

absolutely guided by the report of the experts especially

if  such  reports  are  perfunctory  and  unsustainable  and

here  the  reports  are  totally  vague  and  as  such  in

accordance with the aforesaid judgment the court should

straight away rejects the report and acquit the accused. 

The learned advocate placed emphasis on para 31

and 34 of the said judgment which reads as follows:- 

“31. Profitably, reference to the value of the

expert  in  the  eye  of  law  can  be  assimilated  as

follows:-
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The  essential  Principle  governing  expert

evidence is that the expert is no only to provide

reason to support his opinion but result should be

directly demonstrable. The court is not to surrender

its  own  judgment  to  that  of  the  expert  of  to

delegate its authority to a third party but should

assess his evidence like any other evidence. If the

report  of  an  expert  is  slipshod,  inadequate  or

cryptic  and  the  information  of  similarities  or

dissimilarities is not available in his report and his

evidence in the case, then his opinion is of no use.

It is required of an expert whether a government

expert or private, if he expects, his opinion to be
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accepted  to  put  before  the  court  the  material

which induced him to come to his  conclusion so

that the court though not an expert may form its

own judgment on that material. If the expert in his

evidence as a witness does not place the whole lot

of similarities or dissimilarities etc. which influence

his  mind  to  lead  him  to  a  particular  conclusion

which he stated in the court  then he fails  in  his

duty to take the court into confidence. The court is

not to believe the ipse dixit of an expert. Indeed

the value of the expert evidence consists mainly on

the ability of the witness by reason of his special

training and experience to point out the court such

important fact as it otherwise might fail to observe

and in so doing the court is enable to exercise its

own view or judgment respecting the cogency of

reason  and  the  consequent  value  of  the

conclusions formed thereof. The opinion is required

to be presented in a convenient manner  and the

reasons for a conclusion based on certain visible

evidence, properly place before the court. In other

words  the  value  of  expert  evidence  depends

largely on the cogency of the reason on which it is

based.
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34.  We  really  need  not  reiterate  various

judgment which has taken a view that the purpose

of expert opinion is primarily to assist the court in

arriving at  a  final  conclusion.  Such  report  is  not

binding upon the court.  The court is expected to

analyze the report, read it in conjunction with the

other evidence on record and then form its final

opinion  as  to  whether  such  report  is  worthy  of

reliance or not. Just to illustrate this point of view,

there  may  be  to  diametrically  contradictory
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evidence  of  handwriting  expert  and  both  the

opinions may be well reasoned. In such case, the

court  has  to  critically  examine  the  basis  of

reasoning, approach and experience of the expert

to  come  to  a  conclusion  as  to  which  of  the

two reports can be safely relied upon by the court.

The  assistance  and  value  of  expert  evidence  is

indisputable but there can be reports which are ex

facie,  incorrect  or  deliberately so distorted as to

render  the  entire  prosecution  case  unbelievable.

But  if  such eye witnesses  and other  prosecution

evidence are trustworthy, have credence and are

consistence with the eye-version given by the eye

witnesses,  the  court  will  be  well  within  its

jurisdiction to discard the expert opinion. An expert

report, duly proved, has its evidentiary value, but

such appreciation has to be within the limitation

prescribed  and  with  careful  examination  by  the

court.  A  complete  contradiction  or  inconsistency

between  the  medical  evidence  and  the  ocular

evidence on the one hand and the statement of

the prosecution witnesses between themselves on

the other, may result in seriously denting the case

of  the  prosecution  in  its  entirety  but  not

otherwise.“

Giving  reference  of  the  judgment  in  State  of

Himachal  Pradesh  Vs.  Lajeram  and  others the

learned counsel for 
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defence submitted that as the specimen signature were

taken at the time of investigation where no proceeding

against the accused person was pending,  the report  of

the handwriting expert cannot be accepted as the same

is in violation of Section – 73 of the Evidence Act and the
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fact of taking specimen signature is also not mentioned in

Section  –  5  of  the Identification  of  Prisoners  Act  which

enables  police  to  take  finger  impression  from  the

prisoners. 

In the said judgment Hon’ble High Court of

Himachal Pradesh placing reliance upon the judgment of

Hon’ble Supreme Court of India in State of Uttar Pradesh

Vs. Rambabu Mishra (AIR 1980 SC 791) and Sukhvinder

Singh and others Vs. State of Punjab {JT 1994 (4) SC 1}

held as follows :- 

“18.  Admittedly  in  the  instant  case  no

proceeding  against  the  person  before  the

Magistrates  aforesaid  were  pending  when  the

signatures  and  writings  of  the  accused  persons

were obtained at the request of the investigating

officer.  Therefore,  the  directions  of  the  learned

Magistrates  were  unwarranted  and  not

contemplated by section 73 of the Evidence Act as

such the report of the handwriting expert losses its

importance  and  is  of  no  consequence  and  thus,

cannot be used against the respondents.”

All the aforesaid judgments deals with Section-73

of the Evidence Act and discarded the reports under the

facts and circumstances of those cases.

Here, I find it pertinent to mention the fact that, it

is true that there was no law permitting the investigating

agency for taking specimen signature or permitting any

court  to  direct  taking  such  signatures  when  no

proceeding was pending before  it  prior  to  the Criminal

Law Amendment Act, 2006 but now, the position of the

law is totally different.
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The Hon’ble Supreme Court of India while dealing

with this question in State of Uttar Pradesh Vs. Ram

Babu Mishra reported in (1980) 2 SCC 343  upheld
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the view that there was, at the time, no provision allowing

Magistrates  to  compel  persons  to  give

handwriting/signature  specimens.  The  hon’ble  Supreme

Court of India noted in that case that the only statutory

authority  for  compelling  specimens  was  present  under

Section 5 of the Identification of Prisoners Act, 1920 - and

this  was  limited  to measurements and photographs of

persons. While dismissing the petitions filed by the State,

the Hon’ble Court noted that "suitable legislation may be

made on the analogy of Section 5 of the Identification of

Prisoners Act, to provide for the investiture of magistrates

with  the  power  to  issue  directions  to  any  person,

including an accused person, to give specimen signatures

and writings." 

Accordingly,  looking  into  the  suggestions  of  the

Hon’ble Supreme Court  of  India in the year,  1980;  the

Legislature  inserted  Section  311-A  of  Code  of  Criminal

Procedure  by  Act  No.25  of  2005  with  effect  from

23.06.2006 with respect to the powers of the Magistrate

to  order  the  person  to  give  specimen  signature  or

handwriting in prospective in nature. 

Section-311A  of  the  Code  of  Criminal  Procedure

reads as under:-

Section  311A:  Power  of  Magistrate  to  order

person  to  give  specimen  signatures  or

handwriting

If a Magistrate of the first class is satisfied that,

for  the purposes  of  any investigation  or  proceeding

under this Code, it is expedient to direct any person,

including  an  accused  person,  to  give  specimen

signatures or handwriting, he may make an order to

that effect and in that case the person to whom the

order relates shall be produced or shall attend at the

time and place specified in such order and shall give

his specimen signatures or handwriting:
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Provided that no order shall be made under this

section  unless  the  person  has  at  some  time  been

arrested  in  connection  with  such  investigation  or

proceeding.

In  the  instant  case  the  Court  of  Hon’ble  Chief

Judicial  Magistrate,  Tinsukia  vide  it’s  order  dated

18.02.2008  permitted  the  Investigating  Officer  to  take

specimen  signature  of  the  accused  Prabal  Neog  @

Benudhar Bora @ Ghana Kt. Neog  on the prayer of the

Investigating Officer. The order reads as under:-

“18.02.2008 C/R. is put up today. 

Seen the petition filed by the I.O.

praying  for  allowing  him  to  take  the

specimen signature and handwriting of

accused person namely Sri Prabal Neog

@ Benudhar Bora @ Ghana Kt. Neog in

the jail  premises. Prayer of the I.O. is

allowed. 

He  is  allowed  to  take  the

specimen signature and handwriting of

the said accd. Person in presence of the

Supdt.,  Central  Jail,  Dibrugarh  inside

the jail premises. 

Inform Jail Authority accordingly.”

As  per  Section-311A  of  the  Criminal

Procedure  Code,  a  Magistrate  of  the  first  class  can

order  to  the  effect  that  specimen  signatures  of  the

accused  be  taken,  only  if  it  is  satisfied  that,  for  the

purposes  of  any investigation  or  proceeding under this

Code, it is expedient to do so and the only impediment is

that  the  accused  person  should  be  been  arrested  in

connection with such investigation or proceeding.

In the instant case, the letters (Material Exhibit-1 to

8) and signatures of one P. Neog on behalf of the ULFA on

those  was  the  only  material  against  the  accused  and
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thus, taking        of specimen signatures and comparison

of the same with the 
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signatures on the letters was very much necessary and

thus, it was expedient for the investigation to do so and

admittedly,  the  accused  was  in  custody  in  connection

with  this  case  at  the  time  of  taking  the  specimen

signature  as  he  was  shown  arrested  in  this  case  vide

order  of  the  Hon’ble  Chief  Judicial  Magistrate  dated

17.10.2007 and the order for taking specimen signature

was passed on 18.02.2008 and thus, the order is totally in

consonance with the present position of law and hence,

no legal infirmity as pleaded by the defence.

Hence, the submission of the learned defence as to

inadmissibility of the expert evidence being violation of

Section-73  of  the  Indian  Evidence  Act  does  not  stand

good in law as because,  the specimen signatures were

taken as per the provisions of  the Section-311A of  the

Criminal Procedure Code and not U/S- 73 of the Evidence

Act.

The learned advocate for defence also challenged

the  expert  opinion  on  the  ground  that  there  were

dissimilarities  in  some  of  the  letters  and  as  such  the

evidence of the handwriting expert and his report being not

corroborated by the document itself, it is not admissible.

The  Evidence  Act  deals  with  the  evidence  of

identity  of  Handwriting  in  three  sections  and  they  are,

Section-45, 47 and 73. The evidence U/S – 45 and 47 are

opinion of others whereas U/S-73 the Court is empowered to

compare  the  handwriting/signature  itself  and  form  its

opinion. All these Sections and their implications had been

very well  discussed by Hon’ble Supreme Court  of  India in

Lalit  Popli  Vs.  Canara Bank and Others,  reported in

(2003) 3 SCC 583 and  held  that  opinion  of  Handwriting
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Expert need not be always corroborated and the Court can

even compare the handwriting U/S – 73 of the Evidence and

thus, Section-73 is a specially enabling Section for the Court

to  compare  Signatures  and  it  does  not  empower  the

investigating authority to take signatures under this Section

and 
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thus, I don’t find any justification in searching power of the

investigating agency to take specimen signatures under this

Section and as such the precedents cited by the defence in

this regard is not applicable in this case.

The relevant paragraphs of the aforesaid judgment in

Lalit Popli Vs. Canara Bank is reproduced below to have

proper understanding of the facts:-

“12.  Sections 45 and 73 of the Indian Evidence

Act,  1872(in  short  'the Evidence  Act')  deal  with

opinion  of  experts  and  comparison  of  signature,

writing or seal with others admitted or proved. Section

45 itself provides that the opinions are relevant facts.

It  is  a  general  rule  that  the  opinion  of  witnesses

possessing peculiar skill  is admissible. There was no

challenge to the expertise of V.K. Sakhuja. He deposed

to have testified in about ten thousand cases relating

to  disputed  documents.  Though  the  employee

highlighted certain adverse remarks, it cannot be lost

sight of that they were about four decades back. But

we  need  not  go  into  that  aspect  in  detail  as  no

infirmity in the report acted upon by the authority in

the present case was noticed or could be pointed out.

13.  It  is  to  be  noted  that  under Sections

45 and 47 of the Evidence Act, the Court has to take a

view on the opinion of others, whereas under Section

73 of the said Act, the Court by its own comparison of

writings can form its opinion. Evidence of the identity

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1025384/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/770022/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/770022/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1463645/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1025384/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1025384/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1025384/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1025384/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1953529/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/770022/
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of handwriting is dealt with in three Sections of the

Evidence Act.  They are Sections 45, 47 and 73.  Both

under Sections 45 and 47 the evidence is an opinion.

In the former case it is by a scientific comparison and

in the latter on the basis of familiarity resulting from

frequent  observations  and  experiences.  In  both  the

cases, the Court is required to satisfy itself by such

means as are open 
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to  conclude  that  the  opinion  may  be  acted  upon.

Irrespective of an opinion of the Handwriting Expert,

the  Court  can  compare  the  admitted  writing  with

disputed  writing  and  come  to  its  own  independent

conclusion. Such exercise of comparison is permissible

under Section  73 of  the  Evidence  Act.

Ordinarily, Sections  45 and 73 are  complementary  to

each other. Evidence of Handwriting Expert need not

be invariably corroborated. It is for the Court to decide

whether to accept such an uncorroborated evidence

or not. It is clear that even when experts' evidence is

not there, Court has power to compare the writings

and decide the matter.  [See Murari  Lal  vs.  State  of

Madhya Pradesh (1980) 1 SCC 704]”

Thus, in view of the aforesaid judgment and the provision

contained in the 73 of the Indian Evidence Act the court even

can compare the writings to form its opinion while considering

the expert report. 

The learned advocate for the defence pointed out some

variations in some of the letters in signatures and argued that

the expert even admitted in his cross examination that there are

variations  in  the  letters  “P”,  “N”,  “O”  and  “G”  and  thus  the

report of the expert is not acceptable as those variations were

ignored and the dissimilarities leads to the conclusion that the

signatures in the questioned documents are  not of  the same

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/813088/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/813088/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/770022/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1025384/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/770022/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1463645/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1025384/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/770022/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1463645/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1025384/
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person  as  those  of  the  specimen signatures  used  as  sample

while comparing the same. 

In this respect the expert himself  had clarified the fact

that the finishing of the writing and final strokes are similar and

as  such  the  variations  does  not  affect  the  opinion  of  the

handwriting expert. 

Upon perusal  of  the specimen signatures  by this  court

some disguise and slow execution at places are noticed which

are termed as variations by the defence. 

Here,  I  find  it  pertinent  to  mention  the  opinion  of

esteemed commentator  on  handwriting  examination  Mr.  M.K.

Mehta. 
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Mr. M. K. Mehta, an expert in this line had written in his

book  ‘Identification  of  Handwriting  and  Cross  Examination  of

Experts’ Fourth Edition on page no. 224 ‘‘

“……..The signature may either be executed

slowly or might show a different slop, or the size of

letters may be large or small, or the form of the

letters  may  be  quite  different.  In  such  cases  an

attempt is usually made to alter the style of one or

more  letters  or  a  copy-book  style  is  employed,

while  the other  characteristics  remain the same.

Any  difference  created  in  any  of  the  above

mentioned  factors  does  give  a  different

appearance from that of the usual signatures, but

if  closely  examined,  the  signatures  would

positively show similarities in significant personal

characteristics of the writer. Petty differences can

otherwise be found in the handwriting of the same

person,  even  if  there  is  no  disguise.  Such

differences are due to natural variation.’’

Mr. M.K.Mehta also written in the same  book on page

no.235:-
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 “The  identification  of  handwriting,  as  has

already 

been said, is mainly based on the principle that no

person writes exactly alike and no two signatures

of the same individual will be the perfect replica of

each  other.  There  are,  therefore,  bound  to  be

certain  natural  variations  in  the  absolute  size  of

the letters and in the general forms of the letters

of the signatures, besides other differences in the

various other characteristics of an individual.” 

In exercise of power of this court u/s- 73 of the Evidence

Act,  I  have  also  compared  the  specimen  signatures,  the

question signatures and the signatures of the accused person

given in natural course of his work while filing the hazira and

petition in this case today whereby it is seen that the letters in

normal  course  of  work  is  more  similar  to  the  questioned

signatures than the specimen signatures which shows that the

accused person intentionally tried to show some disguise with

intent
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to mislead the investigating authority knowing the fact that the

specimen signatures are being taken for comparison. 

The  signature  of  the  accused  given  in  petition  No.

280/2018 dated 10.01.2018 filed in this case in the afternoon

and the Hazira filed in the morning also shows some variations

but this cannot be said that the variations makes the signatures

dissimilar  and are  not  put  by the same person  as  these are

admittedly given by the accused person and thus, this supports

the writing of Mr. M.K. Mehta as mentioned above whereby it

is stated that ‘no two signatures of  the same individual will be

perfect replica of each other’. 

It  is  an  established  fact  that  initial,  body  and  terminal

execution of letters by the same person shows some extent of

natural  variations,  it  is  imperative  and  natural.  This  natural
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variations cannot be called difference of the type that may lead

to difference of authorship. 

Thus, inspite of the small variations shown, I am of the

view that the disputed and standard signatures show similarity

in authorship and are written by the same person. 

Thus, it is proved beyond all reasonable doubts that the

demand  letters  were  signed  by  the  accused  Prabal  Neog  @

Benudhar Bora @ Ghana Kt. Neog  with intent to extort money

from the businessmen in Doomdooma.

Now,  the  fact  remains  to  be  proved  is  whether  the

accused had shown any fear of injury in making such demands. 

While we go through the plain contents of the letters it

reads as under :-

“Dear Sir, 

With  revolutionary  congratulation,  we  the  ULFA,  do

hereby ask you or your company to contribute our due

share of sum of Rs……………….for just cause and hope

that  you  will  comply  with  our  proposal  as  soon  as

possible. 

With Regard 

(Lt. P. Neog)

28 Battalion

  United Liberation Force of Assam

   United  Liberation  Force  of

Assam”
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The  letter  starts  with  a  revolutionary

congratulation  and  demands  the  due  share  which  means

that they are demanding it forcefully because there cannot

be any due share for the revolution against the State from

the common citizen. 

Moreover, the demand is made on a letter pad of

the ULFA with seal  and signature of  the Commandant,  28

Battalion which in itself is a cause of fear as because when a

demand is made by an organization which is fighting against

the  state  and there  is  terror  in  the  mind  of  the  common
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people against the said organization, a letter received with a

demand  from  said  organization  on  the  letter  head  would

certainly give rise to fear of injury in the mind of any prudent

man. 

The terror in the mind of the people can be inferred

from the deposition of the I/O, Sri  Babudhar Deori  that at

that time the Army had filed ejahar regarding extortion on

15.06.2007,  16.06.2007,  27.07.2007,  30.08.2007,

14.10.2007 and all those cases were amalgamated with the

instant case in which also the ejahar was filed by one police

officer, Lila Ram Saikia and no common public came up to

make any complaint in this regard. 

Thus,  I  am  of  the  considered  opinion  that  by

making  a  demand on  the  letter  head of  the  ULFA  with  a

revolutionary congratulation, the accused attempted to put

the victim in fear of injury with intent to extort money from

the victims for continuing their revolutionary activities. 

Hence,  considering  the  discussions  made  in  the

foregoing paragraphs I am of the considered opinion that the

prosecution  successfully  proved  beyond  all  reasonable

doubts that  on 25.03.2007 the accused Sri  Robin  Dohotia

was caught red handed while serving demand letter to the

owner  of  Gyan  Clothes  store,  Doomdooma  and  the  said

letters  had  the  signature  of  the  accused  Sri  Prabal

Neog @ Benudhar Bora @ Ghana Kt. Neog  on behalf of the

banned 
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organization ULFA and in that way they put the victims in

fear of injury in order to commit extortion of money in the

name of ULFA and thereby committed offences punishable

U/s. 385 of the Indian Penal Code.

         ORDER

Hence,  considering  the  above  discussions

the  accused Sri Prabal Neog @ Benudhar Bora @
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Ghana  Kt.  Neog   is  found  guilty  of  the  offence

punishable U/S – 385 of the Indian Penal Code and

accordingly he is convicted for the said offence. 

10. As  regard  the  consideration  of  the  case  of  the

convict  Sri Prabal Neog @ Benudhar Bora @ Ghana Kt.

Neog  under Section 3 or Section 4 of the Probation of

Offenders  Act,  1958,  in  the  instant  case,  the  accused

person  had  demanded  money  by  creating  fear  in  the

mind  of  the  people  designating  himself  as  the

Commandant of 28 Battalion, ULFA. Moreover, releasing

the accused person at this stage without punishment for

such  offence  would  have  great  impact  on  the  society.

Hence, I do not deem it a fit case to consider it under any

of the aforesaid provisions of law

SENTENCE

11. Heard  the  convict  on  the  question  of

sentence  whereby  the  convicts  Sri  Prabal  Neog  @

Benudhar Bora @ Ghana Kt. Neog  pleaded that he is the

sole bread-earners of his family. He further pleaded that

he  had  already  undergone  detention  for  reasonable

period of time in connection with this case and hence, he

may be dealt with leniency. 

Also  heard  the  Learned  Additional  P.  P.  and  the

Learned Defence counsel on the point of sentence. 

The learned counsel for defence submitted that the

period  of  detention  already  undergone by  the  accused

may be set off. 

Considering all aspects and taking into account the

pleas  of  the  accused  person,  I  am  of  the  considered

opinion that the 
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accused being undergone detention for about 5 months

and the offence for which he is convicted is punishable

with imprisonment up to two years and hence, a further

detention  of  about  Six  months  would  be  sufficient
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punishment for him considering the plea of leniency and

that of set off taken by the defence. 

 Hence,  the  convict  Sri  Prabal  Neog  @

Benudhar Bora @ Ghana Kt. Neog  is sentenced to

undergo  Rigorous Imprisonment for 6 (Six) months

and  to  pay  fine  of  Rs.  1000/-  (Rupees  One

Thousand only) in default to undergo imprisonment

for  another  two months  U/S  –  385 of  the  Indian

Penal Code.

12. A copy of the judgment be supplied to the convict

Sri Prabal Neog @ Benudhar Bora @ Ghana Kt. Neog free

of cost.

13. The judgment is delivered and operative part of the

same is pronounced in the open court, today, the 10th day

of  January,  2018  under  my  hand  and  the  seal  of  this

Court.

                                                                            (KIRAN LAL
BAISHNAB)

Additional Chief Judicial
Magistrate 
      Tinsukia
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ANNEXURE

1. PROSECUTION WITNESSES:

P.W.1 - Sri Bikash Agarwal; 

P.W.2 – Md. Mustaque; 

P.W.3 – Sri Ramesh Goel; 

P.W.4 – Sri Arjun Ch. Baruah; 

P.W.5 – Sri Suren Raj Kayastha,

P.W.6 – Sri Lila Ram Saikia;

P.W.7 – Sri Moni Mohan Koch; 

P.W.8 – Sri Babudhar Deori;

And 

P.W.9 – Sri Bokul Ch. Gogoi;

2. COURT WITNESSES:

C.W.1 –  Tomijuddin Ahmed.

3. DEFENCE WITNESSES:

NIL.

4. EXHIBITS (BY PROSECUTION SIDE):

Exhibit-1 and 2 :: The Seizure List;

Exhibit-3  :: The Ejahar;

Exhibit-4  :: The Charge-Sheet.

And 

Material Exhibit-1 to 8   ::  Demand Letters;

5. EXHIBITS (BY COURT WITNESS):

Exhibit-5 ::  The forwarding letter of the Director of Forensic

                         Science, Assam;

Exhibit- 6 :: The expert report;

Material Exhibit-9 to 11 :: The letters submitted as suspected

documents 

                                     for examination;

And 

Material Exhibit – 12 ::   The  standard  writings  and

signatures. 

 6. EXHIBITS (BY DEFENCE SIDE):

NIL.
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                                                                           (KIRAN LAL
BAISHNAB)

Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate 
      Tinsukia


